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Mackenzie Road may be made two-way for bikes –
but councillors fail to make this ‘bread-and-butter’
cycling provision elsewhere. (see pages 16 & 17)

for better, safer, and more cycling in and around Cambridge

Cambridge Cycling Campaign

Plans

Three major planning applications rejected

Add your voice to those of our 750
members by joining the Campaign.
Membership costs are low:
£7.50 individual
£3.50 unwaged
£12

household

For this, you get six newsletters a year;
discounts at a large number of bike
shops; and you will be supporting our
work. Please get in touch if you want to
hear more. Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in
1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists. We
are not a cycling club but an organisation
for lobbying and campaigning for the rights
of cyclists, and for promoting cycling in and
around Cambridge.
Our regular stall on Saturdays outside the
Guildhall is the public face of the campaign;
volunteers are always welcome to help. And
don’t forget our meetings, open to all, on the
first Tuesday of each month, 7.30 for 8.00 pm
at the Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane,
Cambridge.

Elected Officers 2005–2006
Co-ordinator – Martin Lucas-Smith
Liaison Officer – Jim Chisholm
Membership Secretary – Dave Earl
Newsletter Editor – Mark Irving
Treasurer – Clare Macrae
Stall Officer – Paul Tonks  07870 441257
Press Officer – James Woodburn
Officers without portfolio

David Hembrow, Simon Nuttall,
Richard Taylor and Lisa Woodburn.

Tim Brinton, Marshall’s and
Shell garage site
This is at the junction of Cherry Hinton
Road with Hills Road (see above). The
outline planning application for this
site was approved by Cambridge City
Council. However, the detailed application
was rejected on the grounds of overdevelopment out of keeping with the
surrounding area. Lack of sufficient groundlevel visitor cycle parking was also criticised.

Betjeman House site
This is opposite the junction of Station
Road with Hills Road. This application
was refused by the City Council, again
on the grounds of over-development,
particularly the height of the proposed
buildings overlooking the Botanic Gardens.

Station area redevelopment
This application for redevelopment
was also refused by the City Council
Planning Department. Apart from the
scale of buildings, the lack of open space
and other amenities, the scheme was
slammed for its failure to achieve the
primary aim of making provision for a
high quality transport interchange and
for the impact of the significant increase
in traffic generated by the proposals. As
far as cyclists are concerned the Council
criticised the scheme in the following ways:

• The proposed junction arrangement

at… Brooklands Avenue–Hills Road does
not provide for the safe and efficient use
by public transport, and cyclists in
particular.

• The location of the proposed cycle
parking provision would be likely to give
rise to conflicts between cyclists, public
transport, pedestrians and service
vehicles to the detriment of the safety of
users of the cycle parking facilities and
the transport interchange.
• In the absence of on road cycle lanes to
an acceptable width, advanced stop
lines to junctions, and cycle lanes
through junctions, the layout fails to
make satisfactory provision for cyclists
using on-road cycle routes.
• The proposals fail to provide an
appropriate link to the Carter Bridge. In
consequence the development fails to
provide adequate facilities for cyclists.
• The proposed layout fails to make
provision for safeguarding of land for
the potential future northern extension
of the guided bus and/or cycle way.
• The proposed cycle parking by virtue of
its single location, multi-storey method
of provision, lack of detailed
arrangements for management and the
potential for conflict between cyclists
and other station users, fails to meet the
needs of cyclists.

Lisa Woodburn

Contacting the Campaign
Cambridge Cycling Campaign
PO Box 204
Cambridge CB4 3FN
Telephone and fax: (01223) 690718
http://www.camcycle.org.uk
E-mail: contact@camcycle.org.uk
This newsletter is printed on recycled paper
by Victoire Press, Bar Hill.
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The Station area
redevelopment was
refused but will not
be going off the
agenda.

Campaigns
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Arbury Camp
part 3

The Arbury Camp juggernaut
continues unabated.

At the Histon Road
junction on the A14
A comparison of the on-road and off-road
cycle routes for cyclists heading south
over the Histon roundabout is interesting.
Cyclists on the path will have had to
cross a busy lane leaving the roundabout
in order to get to this point. The quality
of the path before and over the bridge is
appalling, with wide cracks in the surface.
At this point they have to pick their time
to cross three lanes of traffic as they don’t
have a light to give them priority. They will
have to cross using a path that deviates
greatly from a straight line, but at least will
be able to use the new section of path.
Cyclists using the road can cycle straight
over, using the lights on the road. Some
of those who are intending to turn left
later on to travel along King’s Hedges Road
might wish to to make use of the new path,
but now that the temporary ramp has been
removed, there is no provision for them
to do so. The next dropped kerb after the
one for cyclists on the path already is that
which forms the crossing at the junction of
King’s Hedges Road and Cambridge Road.
This is on the inside edge of a corner and
is likely to be crowded with people waiting
to cross the road. So cyclists who start on
the road will have to stay on the road.

The temporary ramp to get onto the shared
use path was damaged so that it was
dangerous for cyclists to use, then removed.

West side of Cambridge Road

the Thornton Road residential area
and the west of Cambridge in general.
This path currently has footpath
status but for most of its length is
paved and suitable for vehicles. The
council intends it to become an
official cycle route in due course.
The short-cut is needed to prevent
the considerable detour which can
be seen in the aerial photograph at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl66aerial
Unlike the old cycle lane, the
shared-use path goes only a few
metres before it takes a sharp 90°
left bend with reverse camber
and stops for the side road.

While we’ve been concentrating on what’s
going on on the east side of Cambridge
Road, even worse events are taking place
on the west side. The mandatory cycle
lane which used to be here has already
been removed and cyclists are expected
to use a new path shared between
pedestrians and cyclists in both directions.

90 degree bend and give way

Presumably it will give way to the side road,
which at present is barely used but which
is planned to become a busy entrance to
the new development on the NIAB site.
Shared use on west side of
Cambridge Road. A well used
short-cut has been left out.
This is a mere 1.5 m wide
which is way below any
standards for such paths,
and half the width of the
path on the other side of
the road (where that is at
its best and not obstructed
by street furniture).

Comparison of lines for cyclists on and off the road. Cyclists
cannot easily switch between being on and off road.

There used to be a short cut
here between Cambridge
Road and the NIAB site.
This is the starting point for
many who take the heavily
used path through the NIAB
area to Huntingdon Road,

The on road cycle lane should have been
retained, and given the extra space made
available by widening of the road it should
have been widened from its previous
inadequate 1.1 m. If we are to have a shareduse path here, it should meet recognized
standards which require it to be 3 m wide.
It should not lose priority to side roads.
Child trailers are up to a metre wide, so
two cyclists pulling child trailers heading
in opposite directions would not be
able to pass on this 1.5 m path. Much
the same is true of pedestrians pushing
prams. This will cause conflict between
pedestrians and cyclists, with pedestrians
believing that cyclists are passing them
too close and too fast. This inadequate
design is not forced by a lack of space and
is simply not acceptable in an area where
the width of the road is being doubled.
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Arbury Camp
(continued)
The hotel
A planning application for a hotel on the
Arbury Camp site was submitted on 19 April.
According to the plan, this is based on the
American motel (from ‘motor hotel’) model.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign is objecting
on the grounds that the design of this
hotel is simply not suited for Cambridge.
The plans for this 154 room hotel show
a mere eight cycle parking spaces, to be
shared between residents and staff. This
cycle parking is outdoors, uncovered and
next to the delivery entrance at the back
of the hotel. A note in the plans suggests
that staff who need a shower should use an
unoccupied room – something which is only
possible if there is an unoccupied room.

Campaigns
A
BREEAM
report
(www.breeam.
org) produced for the developers gives
scoring for different aspects of the hotel
so far as environmental performance is
concerned. The report scores only ‘good’
(for comparison, the DfES requires that
new build and refurbishment projects for
schools should receive a minimum result of
‘very good’ and the government requires
‘excellent’ for most of its new buildings).
BREEAM scoring for transport is especially
low, scoring just 2.7 out of 16. The section
referring to cycling facilities says, ‘No credits
can be awarded as there are inadequate
storage facilities and no staff showers.’
Finally, due to the design of the site, the
entrance to this hotel is situated past the
road onto which the primary school will
front. Traffic for other commercial buildings
on the site will also pass the school entrance.
This
is
surely
not the type of
development which
is suited for Britain’s
‘Cycling City.’

Other developments
The King’s Meadow Residents Association
recently organized a meeting about the
Arbury Camp development, which was
notable in that three different councillors,
Louise Downham (Labour city councillor,
King’s Hedges), Rupert Moss-Eccardt (Lib
Dem county councillor, Arbury) and Denis
Payne (Impington parish councillor) were
united with the audience in opposing
the majority of this development.
It is striking that there can be such
opposition but that little seems to change.
Q103’s Helen
story and they
the area which
publicity to the
and disregard

Heald picked up the
have run items about
have given well needed
low quality of provision
for the safety audit.

Large posters have been erected around
the site declaring it to be called Arbury
Park. However, the name Arbury Camp
was still in use by the developers on
19 April when they submitted the
planning application for the hotel.

David Hembrow

New traffic lights for the Arbury Camp development have introduced a pinch point
on King’s Hedges Road and narrowed a shared-use path to less than a metre wide.

Bike Week:
back to breakfasts
Although Cambridge Cycling Campaign
now has less involvement with local events
for Bike Week than in former years, several
events are being organised. A leaflet printed
by the local councils should be included in
the printed copy of the Newsletter. On-line
versions are available at www.camcycle.
org.uk. Bike Week this year is 17–25 June
2006. The Campaign is involved in two
events, and could increase this to three.

Cycling in the Middle East
may need more than a Road Map

First are the free Cyclists’ Breakfasts
on Wednesday 21 June from 8-9am.
We need volunteers to give out leaflets
and stickers, as well as to eat the
breakfasts. The locations are Tesco in
Milton and Waitrose in Trumpington.
Second is a ride on Sunday 25 June to
Reach via NCN 51. Volunteers can help,
or anyone can join in. If you would like to
volunteer please contact the Campaign.
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The possible extra is the Everyday Sport
Roadshow on Sunday 11 June on Parker’s
Piece, where we’ve been asked if we can
have our stall. The event will run from
10 am until 3 pm. The Stall will need
volunteers, and this event should be a
good opportunity to recruit new members.

Jim Chisholm

Future icons
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Bridge of Reeds
I attended a stakeholder meeting about the Bridge of Reeds scheme at
the beginning of April. This proposed bridge, to be built over the A14 near
Quy, is intended to be an iconic vision for the East of England to be enjoyed
by the occupants of the 60 000 vehicles which pass the spot every day. The
preferred route for the bridge would be to cross the A14 on the line of the
disused railway line, but a second option would be at the site of the present
Honey Hill bridge. If funding is obtained, a planning application would be
put in during the winter of 2006 with construction to start in 2008–2009.
However, there are many problems. Of course, number one is funding and
the possibility of rising costs. The second major problem is land ownership.
If rights of public access to the disused railway line and other connections
between existing paths are not forthcoming, this will be a bridge to nowhere!
There is an existing path which leads off High Ditch Road, over the A14 at
Honey Hill and veers round to meet the Fen Ditton to Waterbeach Road
opposite the drive to Biggin Abbey, but without the connection along the
railway line the vision of leisure routes, for cycling and walking to Lode,
Anglesey Abbey, Reach and even right up to Wicken, is just a pipe dream.
But if rights of access are obtained the opportunities are great, including joining
up with the Sustrans route alongside the Cam when the new bridge across the
river is built at Upware.
Other points raised at the meeting included the need to minimise the
effect of traffic in Fen Ditton, convenient access to the bridge itself and
possible threats to the design of the bridge because of safety concerns.
The eventual vision is for the Bridge of Reeds to open up all the land
up to Wicken Fen and the vision for Wicken Fen is to acquire up to
4000 hectares of farmland to the south of the Fen right down to the
A14 to create a huge area of fenland and unique natural habitat.

The proposed Bridge of Reeds
(courtesy of LDA Design).
This vision is for the next one hundred years. I hope
this vision can be realised and that we and our
descendants can enjoy this green lung outside our
expanding city. And I hope that in one hundred
years’ time it is fresh, and not salt water, that feeds
the fenland!
Lisa Woodburn

Cycling shorts

Neither local councillors nor the Campaign knew a
new island and narrow cycle lanes were due to
appear in Chesterton Lane, following a local
development.

After waiting ten years, this fencing beside the
railway north of Shelford is the first real sign of
the new National Cycle Network route to
Addenbrooke’s Hospital.
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Daws Lane
It all started last summer. For
the past four years I have been
working in Fulbourn and twice
a day I pass along Daws Lane.
It is a pleasant little traffic free
path, connecting Cherry Hinton
with the eastern suburbs of
Cambridge. It is well used both
by cyclists and pedestrians.
Like other paths in the vicinity,
Daws Lane is rather too narrow
and suffers from poor sight lines.
In summer this is exacerbated by
growth of rampant vegetation
– nettles lunge out from the ditch
bank and brambles trail long,
barbed, invisible tentacles from the
trees overhead. Every autumn one
or two trees blow down, festooned with ivy,
so that riders have to limbo under them.
Despite these limitations, it is a very useful
and attractive path, certainly better than
the nearby Snakey Path (scarily narrow) or
the horrible pavement conversions along
Cherry Hinton Road. Periodically, after
an intimate encounter with the nettles,
the lack of maintenance would get to me
and I would consider writing an angry
letter, but life, on the whole, is too busy.
Then one morning I was following a mother
taking her two young children off to nursery.
The older girl was obviously enjoying one of
her first trips without stabilizers. At the point
where the Daws Lane path joins the road,
there is a high cypress hedge jutting into
the path, blocking off visibility to one side
and reducing the width of the path to the
extent that two people can no longer pass.
Flustered by an approaching cyclist the
young girl tangled with an encroaching
branch and flew over her handlebars, face
first onto the tarmac. Fortunately no teeth
were lost and after a cry and a cuddle she was
OK. I am always amazed by just how robust
young children are; had it been me I think I
would have needed the rest of the week off.
That was the moment when I decided
that something ought to be done. Had
I known then how much personal time
and effort would be invested in this short
section of path, I might have thought
twice. I have been doing some counting.
It took four months, 15 emails and about
12 000 written words (that is around 240
words for every metre of path), but in
the end I got that Leylandii cut back and
the encroaching vegetation trimmed.
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Daws Lane still falls a long way short on
most target cycle track design criteria, and
only part of the path was dealt with (the
remainder is not a legally defined right
of way), but the worst blind-spots have
been improved. It does demonstrate that
persistence pays.

So what were the issues?
It came as something of a shock to me
that here, in cycle friendly Cambridge,
maintenance engineers fail to understand
the basic needs of cyclists. It came as an even
greater shock to discover that those same
engineers continued to view Daws Lane only
as a footpath, despite signs declaring it as
a cycle route, despite the council producing
a map showing the same, and despite the
evidence of large numbers of cyclists using it.
Such ignorance might be excusable in
rural Hertfordshire, but Cambridge has the
highest rates of cycle use in the country.
One in four Cambridge workers gets to
work by bike – that is higher than the
proportion of Londoners who drive to work.
What would the reaction be if London’s
traffic engineers didn’t understand the
basic needs of drivers? It is inexcusable.
The issues are simple and easy to
understand; they are the same for
all vehicles. A cyclist or driver needs:
1. Sufficient width to be able to pass
another vehicle or pedestrian safely. And…
2. Sufficient forward visibility to
spot and avoid other road or path
users and any potential hazards.

Failure to provide sufficient width and
visibility creates conflict and bad feeling. It is
in nobody’s interests, other than those who
seek to portray cyclists in a negative light.
Where a path is little more than a metre
wide, and you cannot see round bends, it
is inevitable that you will give somebody
a fright, sooner or later, no matter how
slowly and carefully you ride. Unfortunately
people with an anti-cycling axe to grind will
jump on such incidents as evidence that
cycle paths are ‘dangerous’ and cyclists
are inherently reckless. Few non-cyclists
will consider that the fault may lie with the
path, or that it can easily be solved through
responsible maintenance.
The design and maintenance of cycle paths
is not difficult. In most respects it is much
easier than designing for motor vehicles. The
principles are the same as for motor traffic
but the requirements are more relaxed.
In any given situation a cyclist’s maximum
speed will be half that of motor vehicles,
cyclists require less than half the space and
require half as much visibility. The only
problem is that cyclists have grown used
to putting up with less and don’t complain
enough.
Nowadays engineers have no excuse for not
knowing what those requirements are. The
CTC, Sustrans and local campaign groups
have worked hard at improving the quality
of design guidance. Sustrans and the
Institution of Highways and Transportation
(in collaboration with the CTC) have
published some excellent guidelines. Central
government has published draft guidelines
for local authorities. Many local authorities
such as London, Lancashire and Lincolnshire,
have published detailed manuals on
cycleway design and maintenance.

Daws Lane

Strangely, Cambridgeshire has not.
The key document for maintenance issues
is Application Guidance Document AG26
published by the Transport Research
Laboratory. This clearly lays out the
design criteria for cycle paths, and the
action trigger levels for maintenance. The
latter are divided into two levels – the
maintenance trigger, where usability of
the path is compromised, and the safety
trigger, where a crash and injury could
result. Daws Lane fails both sets of criteria.
With the best will in the world, it would
not be possible to bring Daws Lane or its
neighbouring paths up to the standard
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of a new, green field path. Like most
of our road network, it has evolved
from an older, less demanding use.
It is constrained by property boundaries, by
the needs and desires of the occupants of
those properties for privacy, by ditches, by
the amenity value of trees and vegetation,
and by the need for access to the allotments.
But constraints are not an excuse for
doing nothing. We cannot practically bring
most historic roads up to modern design
standards but that does not stop us dealing
with issues that would make them unsafe
or unusable. It may not be possible in all
circumstances to achieve ideal visibility, but
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that should not stop us achieving the best
possible within the constraints. A 3 m wide
track may not fit but we can certainly do
better than 1.2 m (the minimum width at
present). Even without increasing the width
of tarmac we can double the ‘effective width’
just by cutting back encroaching vegetation.
Poor width or alignment isn’t a good
reason for ignoring maintenance. On the
contrary, when we are starting off with
substandard width or visibility, it is all the
more important to ensure that we maintain
as much of it as we can at all times. This
is a good reason for upgrading the quality
of the path as a whole. With better
alignment, maintenance is less demanding.

The author of this article,
Alasdair Massie, is Senior
Engineer at Hannah Reed
Consulting Engineers and
formerly the CTC’s Right to
Ride Representative in North
Hertfordshire.

The Long View
I was quite shocked by the apparently
haphazard way in which Cambridge’s offroad cycle paths are managed. Critically:
1. None of Cambridge’s “cycle routes” have
been legally adopted as “cycle tracks”.
We have a mish-mash of public footpaths
and permissive paths, with no protection
of the rights of people to cycle on them.
2. There are no maintenance agreements
for the routes. The County Council did
not even know who owns the land
over which the Daws Lane path passes.
Maintenance agreements should define
who is responsible for maintaining
which aspects of the path ‘corridor’. As
the name implies, these are agreed by
consent of the various parties and help
smooth the rather adversarial relationships
sometimes experienced with householders.

What can you do?
3. There is a need to audit Cambridge’s off
road cycle paths and identify:
a. Where they fail to meet design or
maintenance standards.
b. Which of those situations can be
easily rectified by good, constructive
maintenance.
c. Which of those situations require more
drastic intervention.
d. Which of those situations cannot
be rectified due to insurmountable
constraints. In this case, is there a better
alternative, or do users gain most benefit
from the existing situation despite its
shortcomings?
e. Who should (and who is capable
of) maintain each section of route.

Complain more!
Don’t sit back and expect somebody
else to do it. Contact the council (via the
County Council website, or links from the
Cambridge Cycling Campaign website).
Make a nuisance of yourself if no action is
taken.
Report overgrown paths, make it clear that
it is not acceptable, that it is not safe and
that the Council should be taking positive
action.
Get to know what is required for a cycle
path to operate successfully and safely. If in
doubt, ask the author. I have summarized
the design requirements in the table (see
over page). Don’t allow yourself to be
fobbed off: if it feels wrong, it probably is
wrong.
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Opposite views

On the road

Cycling Facilities* are
the wrong solution
What is the one reason most non-cyclists give for not cycling?
‘It’s too dangerous!’ Cycling is actually no more dangerous
than walking, so why should this negative view be so widely
and strongly held? I believe cycling facilities are partly to blame.
A lot of effort is put into telling us how dangerous cycling is. We
are exhorted to wear special protective equipment (helmets, hi-vis
clothing) before we venture out. And when we do venture out
we find special cycling facilities installed to protect us and keep us
away from all that dangerous traffic. Is it any wonder many people
come to the conclusion cycling is too dangerous? It’s like trying to
encourage air travel by telling everyone they’ll need parachutes.
So how can we change this misperception? It’s radical,
but I propose we start by rejecting cycling facilities as a
solution to ‘make it safe for cyclists.’ Facilities only reinforce
the perception that cycling must otherwise be dangerous.
But this is not the only reason to reject them. Cycle paths give
planners an excuse to ignore cyclists in road design. Bung in a
cycle facility, no matter how bad, and you can focus on optimising
the roads for motor traffic now the cyclists are out of the way.
Whenever I have complained about dangerous on-road provisions,
the excuse is always that there’s a cycle path provided for cyclists.
Cycle paths remove cyclists from the road so motorists are less
familiar with sharing the roads with cyclists. We’ve all had
experiences of motorists who don’t know how to share. Central
London has been transformed with the big increase in cycling
post Congestion Charging and the Tube bombs. Virtually every
road has cyclists on it mixing with the traffic and drivers expect,
and make allowances for, them. The number of cyclists has
doubled and the number of accidents halved. Remove cyclists
into cycle facilities and motorists start to forget about them,
the roads become less friendly, so more cyclists avoid the roads
reinforcing the problem until very few dare venture onto the roads.
I’m sure most of us have also experienced cycling facilities leading
motorists to express the belief that cyclists shouldn’t be on the
roads at all. And it’s not just motorists: the drafters of the new
Highway Code even believe it now. A cyclist killed recently in
Brighton was blamed by the media for not using the cycle path.
Curiously, contrary to the advice in the draft Highway Code, cycling
facilities are generally 3-5 times more dangerous than the roads.
Geometric Parameters for Cycle Paths
(see Daws Lane article on previous page)
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Parameter

Recommended

Minimum

Gradient

3%

5%

Width

3m

2m (1.5m if part
of shared path)

Crossfall

2.5%

2% to 3.3%

Radius of curvature

15m or greater

Visibility on bends

30m

Design speed

30kph min

20m

‘Let’s stop being fobbed off with cycling
facilities and start insisting that road
provision caters properly for cyclists.’
John Franklin, the author of Cyclecraft, has conducted an extensive
review of the research and found virtually none that supports
cycle paths as being safer, including in the Netherlands and
Denmark. Is there any other area where, given the two options, the
Government would build and promote the more dangerous one?
Finally, cycle facilities do not go everywhere. You are going to have
to get comfortable with cycling on the road, using roundabouts
and merging with traffic for parts of your journey anyway. The
more experience people get the easier it becomes and the less
they will perceive a need for special facilities to keep them safe.
So let’s stop being fobbed off with cycling facilities and start insisting
that road provision caters properly for cyclists as well as motorists.
Let’s campaign that our rightful place is on the roads and that we
be treated with courtesy and respect as equals, not an impediment
to be shunted off into facilities for motorists’ convenience.
In the 1930s the Ministry of Transport proposed cycle tracks
should be made compulsory. They were stopped by mass
demonstrations organised by the CTC. Frank Urry of the CTC
said then, ‘Cycle tracks are a palliative at best, and in my opinion
a dangerous one’ Since then cycling facilities have crept quietly
in through the back door with tacit support from the cycling
community but his words are as pertinent today as they were then.

Tony Raven
Further reading:
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl66wikipedia
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl66bikezone
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl66bikereader
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl66eirbyte
* Cycling Facilities here is used to mean facilities constructed specifically
for cyclists, consistent with its use in the Campaign Manifesto.

Off the road

Opposite views
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Some shared-use paths are more dangerous than parallel roads but
you have to select your data for this. Roads also don’t have equal
safety records: the A14 has low use by cyclists, yet accounts for a
significant proportion of cyclist deaths (five fatalities between 1995
and 2004). Cyclists should neither be on low quality paths nor the
A14. Both should be opposed. Let’s not copy either bad example.
The UK has nearly lost its cycling culture to motor vehicles. Either we turn
it around or the remaining 2% of journeys by bike are a dying gasp. The
decline is because conditions on our roads have changed to make cycling
less pleasant. It has taken decades. Nothing to do with recent paths.
When encouraging people to cycle, unpleasantness, perception of danger
and actual danger are all problems. Those helmet and hi-vis wearing
cyclists are the vanguard of the future. Let’s encourage rather than criticise
those who are riding bikes. Their attire is a reaction to the conditions.

‘We already have paths that attract cyclists.
Those across the commons are amongst
the most cycled routes in the city.’

Cyclists as equals?
An attractive proposition, but how equal are we? We are
equal in law, but many drivers don’t treat us as such. The
TRL (Transport Research Laboratory) ‘perceptions’ study gives
examples.
Cambridgeshire’s transport budget includes around
£1 per head per year on cyclists but around £180 per
head per year on ‘roads.’ The ‘roads’ money is spent
primarily to improve conditions for drivers, not us.
‘Road improvement’ schemes rarely benefit cyclists.
The CTC rightly protested in the 1930s. There were few
motor vehicles and roads were not ‘improved’ for motorists.
This has changed. The A14 route was not motorway standard
in the 1930s. Our ‘right’ to ride on such roads has not been
removed by law, but by civil engineering and growth in
motorised traffic.
The comparison with walking is interesting. Walking has
also declined, and might have declined to a greater extent
if not for pavements. A third of our road fatalities are
pedestrians hit by motor vehicles. A tenth of these occur
on the pavement when vehicles leave the road. For the
pedestrian, these are random incidents. Exposure to them
is in proportion to time exposed by being on the street.
Figures showing pedestrians at higher risk than cyclists are
per km travelled. Lower pedestrian speed means longer
exposure for the same distance. Expressed over time, the
figures are comparable between cyclists and pedestrians.
Non-cyclists who identify motor vehicles as a danger may
overestimate, but they are far from wrong. Motor vehicles
are the only significant danger to cyclists.

What facilitates cycling? Context is important. Compatibility of cycles
with motor vehicles depends on the road. Town centres should not
belong to motor vehicles. Nor should residential areas. These are the
places where roads should be reshaped to provide for cyclists and
pedestrians to look like they belong.
Trunk roads are the opposite. They are legal to ride on, but not safe
or pleasant. We can’t expect these to change sufficiently for cycling.
Separate provision makes sense.
Bad experiences of shared use in the UK tend to produce very strong
arguments against all paths. That separate facilities are dangerous, only
suitable for slow cyclists etc.
I once shared these apprehensions, but was surprised in the Netherlands.
I am organising a trip in August to demonstrate how well their paths
can work. The Dutch network goes everywhere, feels comfortable, is
popular and safe. It is successful: 27% of journeys in the Netherlands
are made by bikes, more than 12 times the rate here, five to ten
times lower fatality rate, no helmets or hi-vis. It has to be experienced
to be understood. They still have a widespread cycling culture.
Low quality paths which go nowhere help nobody. We need
appropriate facilities for cyclists, whether on or off road. Our road
designers need re-education. Urban roads should be pleasant
for cycling. Paths should provide decent alternatives to trunk
roads. Extra paths should attract cyclists due to their merits.
We already have paths that attract cyclists. Those across the commons
are amongst the most cycled routes in the city. That alongside
the Cam to Waterbeach becomes jammed in the summer. These
successful cycle facilities are re-enforcing the local cycling culture.

David Hembrow
References: Driver’s perceptions of cyclists:
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl66trl
Bicycle helmets: review of effectiveness which gives relative safety figures for
Denmark and the Netherlands:
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl66helmets
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My Way
King’s Hedges Road to Cambourne Business Park
In a recent article I described the joys
and pitfalls of cycling in the vicinity of
Cambridgeshire’s newest town, Cambourne.
This time I would like to describe the journey
which I have been making to Cambourne
from my home in King’s Hedges Road two
or three times a week since my employer
relocated from Fulbourn to Cambourne last
September.
The problem with cycling to Cambourne
is that there is really only one direct route
from Cambridge, involving mostly quite
busy roads, the worst being the A428
between Hardwick and Cambourne. There
are slightly quieter alternatives, but these
involve increasing the distance from just
under 11 miles to over 15 – I’m afraid I just
don’t have the time to do that extra bit
most of the time.

Continuing down Milton Road, I reach
Mitcham’s Corner, where I find it’s usually
quicker to stay on the road – at the time
of day I’m there (just before 8 am) it’s
not usually too bad, though I often get
stopped twice by the lights. Then it’s all
along Chesterton Road, where a new
traffic island creates an additional potential
hazard, across the bottom of Castle Hill and
along to the mini-roundabout where I turn
right into Madingley Road.
Approaching the mini-roundabout can be
quite tricky when it’s busy, as the lanes are
very narrow, and squeezing between them
isn’t a safe option – sometimes I can pass
both queues of traffic on the right, keeping
an eye out for anything large coming the
other way.

Once on Madingley Road, the route is
quite straightforward. There’s no cycle lane
here, just a very grotty shared path which
is poorly surfaced and crosses far too many
driveways and side roads, so I never use it.
The road is a reasonable width, so I seldom
have any hassle here. Past the Park and
Ride junction, I have to watch out for traffic
turning left across me into the M11 slip
road, but again I’ve not had any problems.

Up the hill!
Once over the M11, Cambridge is left
behind. The road actually dips down slightly
before the drag up Madingley Hill 
begins, so I get a bit of a run at it. If traffic
is queuing into Cambridge, I occasionally
have larger vehicles stuck behind me at
this point – usually once they’ve slowed to

Escaping
Cambridge
When cycling around
town, I usually go at
a fairly easy pace and
make extensive use
of off-road routes.
However,
when
commuting I like to
travel at between
15 mph and 20 mph
most of the time,
so tend to stick to
the main roads.
From my home
at the junction of
King’s Hedges Road
and Lovell Road,
I therefore start
by heading for the Golden Hind junction
with Milton Road. Unless it seems likely
that I will catch a green light, I usually cut
through Ramsden Square, bump up on to
the shared path at Milton Road and then
cross the road into the cycle lane on the
southbound side as soon as a gap in the
traffic permits. I then follow Milton Road all
the way down to the Arbury Road junction.
(Coming home on this stretch I have given
in to the well known ‘Milton Road effect’
and use the path on the northbound side
to avoid conflict with impatient drivers
behind, though I tend to get back on the
road as soon as the ‘cohort’ from the lights
has cleared.)



The cycle track helps up Madingley
Road and on towards Hardwick.
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a safe speed I can pull right into the kerb
to let them past, and all is well. Once I’ve
passed the Coton and Madingley crossroads, I finally pull on to the cycle path. It’s
on the right side for me at this point, wide
and well surfaced, with very few driveways
and even fewer Give Way markings, so
I’m quite happy to use it. It’s nice to get
away from the trucks and buses grinding
their way up. (Coming home, I stick to
the road all the way down  - no point
in wasting all that lovely gravity by having
to stop at the Coton turn on the steepest
part of the descent! I have had a recent
bad experience with a speeding 40 ton
truck getting impatient behind me and
nearly running me off the road, but most
other motorists can get past safely, and
are mostly patient if they can’t – after all
I do reach 35mph on the steepest bit!)

Feature
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 On-road on the way down Madingley Hill.

 Cyclists on the path must cross the forecourt entrance
and exit roads at the Caldecote roundabout.
A significant hazard on this route is the garage at the
Caldecote roundabout, where cyclists on the path must cross
the forecourt entrance and exit roads.  The latter has no
dropped kerb, so you have to stop and haul your bike up
(I’ve never learnt how to bunny hop). To avoid this, I join the
road for the last few yards to the roundabout, but coming
home there is no alternative but to drop down the kerb.
The route from this point on is in the process of
being radically altered, due to the dualling of the
A428 between Hardwick and Caxton Gibbet. In the
long term, this should be of significant benefit to
cyclists, since the old road is being retained
for local traffic. However, it is unclear how
cyclists will fare during the construction
process. The old road will be carried over the
new dual carriageway on a flyover which is
now quite well advanced, and I think once
this is completed, the path which I currently
use will be ripped up – it’s not clear how
cycle-friendly the interim route will be.

 Cyclists give way to everything
alongside the wide, not-very-busy old
road, so Stefan uses the road once west
of the A14 roundabout.
At the top of the hill I take the road through
Hardwick. There is a reasonably surfaced
cycle path here, but I seldom use it because
of the ‘Cyclists give way to everything’ 
crossing at the Comberton turn and the
absurd angle at which the path joins the
road later on, with a ridiculous ‘Cyclist
Dismount’ sign . Where the path ends,
there is an on-road advisory cycle lane, but
it’s rather too narrow to be of much use,
and the width of the road means that most
vehicles have their inside wheels on the
line, so have to pull out to pass anyway.

Roundabouts and
Roadworks
As I leave Hardwick, I travel along a short
stretch of a no through road , at the end
of which is a cut through to the footpath
running beside the A428. At this point,
there is no choice but to go either on or
alongside the main A428. Even as an
experienced and confident cyclist I simply
will not risk the road – there are too many
trucks travelling at 60 mph or more on a

Beyond Hardwick, the traffic is even
worse than the path.

 an abrupt end
fairly narrow carriageway. I use the footpath
next to the road, which is bumpy and
narrow, not actually legal, but just ridable.
 The roar of the nearby traffic means that
it is never pleasant. (If my return journey is
in the dark, the path is even less pleasant,
with it being on the wrong side of the road
so that oncoming headlights often dazzle.)
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King’s Hedges to Cambourne
(continued)

 The main road may become usable when work on the
nearby new road to bypass Cambourne is completed.

 There’s a short cut avoiding a roundabout at the west end
of Hardwick
The entrance to the industrial site on Bourn Airfield has been moved
to the Caldecote roundabout via a new bit of concreted road, which
in the short term is a good thing as the old entrance was quite a
hazard for cyclists – it’s now possible to use this bit of concrete
road and cross to the path by the A428 later, so avoiding directly
crossing the path of heavy trucks coming in and out of the site.
The already grotty path beside the A428 has been somewhat
damaged by the work, and is sometimes strewn with mud and
rubble, so I’m glad I’m now coming home in daylight – but
it is still passable. I bump my way along this, past the speed
camera and on to the turn into Broadway towards Bourn.

Into Cambourne
When the dual carriageway is complete, and maybe before, it will
be possible to safely continue straight on down the old road to the
Cambourne junction . For the time being however, as noted in
my previous article, the path runs out at this point, so I’m faced
with a half-mile stretch of fast, narrow single carriageway before
reaching the dual carriageway and the Cambourne junction.
I’m not brave enough for that, so I turn left down Broadway towards
Bourn and then just opposite the entrance to Bourn Airfield I turn
right on to an overgrown but ridable concrete track . This is an
‘unofficial’ route in, and I’ve already said a lot about it. Suffice
to repeat that it would be nice to think that in future planning
processes, proper, safe and convenient cycle access to new town
developments will be thought of well in advance and not have to
rely on the benevolence of a landowner, welcome as that may be.
The track joins on to Eastgate, which accesses the Vine School,
Cambourne’s second primary school, which has been open less
than a year. Many parents and children use the cycle paths on
either side of the road. I presume the lorry driver who ignored
the Stop sign on the haul road crossing and tried to intimidate
me out of his way thought that I should be on the path too –
quite frankly it’s too short a stretch to be bothered with – that
was the only bother I’ve ever encountered so far in Cambourne.
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After that it’s a straightforward route, all on the road, to Jeavons
Lane, turn left and straight on down the High Street, right into
Broad Street, past Morrisons and on to building 2020 on the
Business Park. The wheel benders in the cycle stand still haven’t
been replaced: apparently we have to persuade the landlords, even
though the business park management are all for the change.
The distance is 17.2 km, just under 11 miles, which takes me
as much as 55 minutes coming into work in a head wind when
I’m tired, and as little as 35 minutes going home in a tail wind.
Because of the traffic, it’s by no means the nicest ride around,
but I still enjoy it most of the time. Riding through Hardwick is
usually quite pleasant, and coming down Madingley Hill can be
exhilarating provided there isn’t a 40-tonner on my tail. It keeps me
fit, which is no bad thing as I approach my half-century this year!

Stefan Kaye

Other campaigns
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Bike imports
These items are from other cycling groups’
newsletters.

CCN: newsletter of the
Cycle Campaign Network
Local shopping
A survey by Sustrans of 840 shoppers
and 126 retailers on two neighbourhood
shopping streets on bus routes in Bristol
has found that retailers overestimate
the importance of the car and how far
their customers travel. Retailers estimated
that 41% of their customers arrived by
car, whereas only 22% had done so. Also
the traders assumed that just 12% of
customers lived within half a mile and 40%
more than two miles away. In reality, 42%
has travelled less than half a mile and 88%
had travelled less than two miles. Most
customers are local.

Lower the risk
The National Children’s Bureau has
published a very comprehensive report
about children and cycling. Many of the
conclusions are at odds with those normally
put forward as being in children’s ‘best
interests’. Nowhere is this more apparent
than in the appendix which looks in depth at
the debate about cycle helmets. The helmet
review concludes: ‘Those of us who cycle
should be under no illusion that helmets
offer reliable protection in crash situations
where our lives may be in danger. Neither
should we believe that widespread adoption
of helmet wearing would see many fewer
cyclists killed or permanently disabled. The
evidence so far suggests otherwise.’ This is
the fourth UK report in just a few months
to find no evidence that cycle helmets are
effective against serious or fatal injury.
In 2002, Malcolm Wardlaw had an article
published in Traffic Engineering + Control,
in which he analysed the risks involved in
cycling in a way not previously attempted.
He concluded that cycling is a low risk
activity that gets safer as more people
cycle; that on a direct comparison cycling
is much safer than being a pedestrian; that
weighing in the health benefits, cycling is
safer than driving anywhere; and that there
has been no known example in recent
decades when an increase in cycling has led
to more cyclist fatalities. The audience for

‘retailers overestimate the
importance of the car and how
far their customers travel’

TE+C is mainly traffic engineers. However,
late last year it came to the notice of the
Institute of Road Safety Officers when
an editor of its journal, InRoads, sought
permission to publish a summary of the
article. So local road safety officers should
now be aware that cycling is, indeed, a safe
and benign activity, and that the best way to
make it even safer is not through fear-based
campaigns and segregation, but through
positive promotion and cycle training.

SPOKES:
The Lothian Cycle Campaign

Safely in the red
‘When I began cycling I ... was extremely
nervous using the road. I doubt I would have
found the confidence without the strong
message of the coloured lanes’ – ‘I believe
I am safest where drivers are constantly
being reminded of my potential presence.’ –
‘The red lanes show the city as a modern
progressive centre, in which transport
problems are being actively tackled.’

In Edinburgh very many people wrote
individual letters or emails to councillors
over the threat to coloured surfaces for cycle
lanes in the city. Spokes state that there was
clearly inadequate joined-up thinking in the
City Development Department, with the
visual allowed wholly to subordinate both
road safety and the council’s own aim to
increase cycling. There are good technical
reasons to use colour – see the Spokes
paper [www.spokes.org.uk downloads].

The article also mentions that a new Napier
University study shows coloured bus lanes
keep up to eight times as many cars out as
white lines only. (Bradley, S, 2006, The Effect
of Surfacing on Bus Lane Compliance.)

Here are a few examples from letters:

Lisa Woodburn

‘My son immediately wanted to start
cycling when the red lanes appeared
– surely this is to be encouraged!’ –
‘When I moved to Edinburgh I was
instantly alerted to the possibility of cycle
commuting by these coloured lanes’ –

Links
Children and cycling - www.ncb.org.uk/
resources/cyclingreport_timgill.pdf
Most customers are local
www.sustrans.org.uk/liveableneighbourhoods
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On tour

Leisurely rides

Netherlands Cycling Study Tour 2006

Although Cambridge Cycling Campaign
is not a cycling club, we do have cycling
social events, including the long-running
series of leisurely rides. These are on the
second Sunday of each month this summer.
Each ride starts at 1pm from Reality
Checkpoint, the lamp post in the centre
of Parker’s Piece, Cambridge. See www.
camcycle.org.uk/events/rides/ for details.

There will be a study tour of the Netherlands
this summer to give Cambridge cyclists an
opportunity to see how things are done in
that country. In the past when we have had
such trips, the focus has been on a single city,
often one which promotes itself as being
especially cycle friendly. This time the trip
will be different. We will travel around the
country by bike, so that we can experience
what it is like to travel distances between
built-up areas as well as riding within them.

The rides are always taken at a leisurely
pace and we won’t leave anyone behind.
The routes are mostly along the quieter
roads, but occasionally we need to ride on
short sections of busy road. We are usually
back in Cambridge by around 6 pm, but
this can be earlier or later depending on
how the group is feeling on the day. We
usually stop for tea and cakes somewhere,
and occasionally take the train, so bring
some money if you want these. In the
summer we’re usually back well before
dark, but bring lights if you need to cycle
on somewhere afterwards. Please bring
water, and be prepared for weather – either
protection from sun or summer showers.
These rides are organised by Cambridge
Cycling Campaign and are run in
association with Sustrans. They are open
to everyone, and everyone is welcome to
bring their roadworthy bike on the ride.
They are led by a volunteer Sustrans ranger.

11 June Cambourne
This ride will explore the routes to and from
this new settlement to the west of Cambridge.
We shall tour around Cambourne itself
to discover for ourselves how attractive it
is for cycling. There is an Everyday Sports
event happening on Parker’s Piece that
day. There are some events for cyclists,
including Cycle Security Coding, so please
arrive early if you’d like to indulge in those.

If you are interested but the
distance puts you off, note
that I’m arranging a ride of
a similar distance here in the
UK within the next few weeks
as a try out. This is detailed
at the end of this article.

Travel

A dual carriageway for cycling, separated from both
the road and the pavement
The plan is to spend Monday 14 August
until Thursday 17 August 2006 in the
Netherlands. That is four days and three nights.
I have visited the Netherlands with my bike
several times before and this will be (mostly)
in areas I have seen before. I’ve picked a route
which shows a variety of different types of cycling
facility. The ride is intended to be fun as well as
informative, and we will visit a few places of
interest on the way (including a trip just across
the border into Belgium for some Trappist ale).
The distances travelled per day will not be large.

9 July Cambridge open
Studios
Every July, Cambridge artists throw open their
studios to the general public at weekends.
What better way of enjoying a Summer Art
festival than a bike ride around five or six
of the studios? This is a great opportunity
to experience art and enjoy interesting
homes and gardens. Some of the artists
have works about bicycles, so don’t forget
your cheque book if you might be tempted.
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Around 70 km (45 miles ) a day is expected
when we have full days. If this sounds like
a lot, please take into account that there
will be no hills, and that we will have all
day to do that distance – starting at about
9 am and (including breaks) stopping at
about 5 pm. As you’ll see, great speeds are
not required for this trip. This isn’t a test of
exertion, but you do need a little endurance.
We won’t zoom off and leave you behind.

Cyclists are
exempted from
almost all
No Entry signs

We will take the train to
Harwich and the ferry to
Hoek van Holland. Within
the Netherlands we will
travel by bike except for
a couple of rail journeys.

Overnight
The accommodation will be in
Stayokay hostels (www.stayokay.
com). These are quite similar to YHA
accommodation in the UK and fairly
inexpensive at around €20 a night.

Variations
It will be easiest if everyone comes for
the entire journey. However, a little
variation is possible.

the Netherlands
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Lots of people cycle to the monastery for beer

On 15 August we will pass through
Amsterdam. It would be possible to join
with the ride there by flying to Schiphol and
taking a train to Amsterdam. On 16 August
we will be in Eindhoven. It would be possible
to join with the ride there by flying from
Stansted to Eindhoven early that morning
(Ryanair). If you have an idea that you
might like to do either of those things, let
me know as soon as possible. You will miss
some very pleasant cycling but it may make
it possible for more people to take part.
Bicycle hire is possible, but note that the
hire bikes typically are very solid Dutch sit
up and beg town bikes. Comfortable but
only for so long. After about 50 km I’ve
found the wide saddles working against
me. These bikes have only a back pedal
brake. Personally, I quite like them – I had
such a bike as a child. However, if you’ve
never ridden such a bike you may find it
difficult to control. You have to return a
hire bike to the shop you got it from. So,
I recommend that as we’re not staying in
one town you would be better off with your
own bike. The Dutch don’t wear helmets.
Wearing one will identify you as a tourist.
Some days it may be possible to shorten
the ride by hopping on a train. I don’t
mind if someone wants to do this, but
I will stay with the cycling group. The
Dutch speak excellent English and buying
a train ticket or asking directions to get to
the day’s destination won’t be a problem.

Who will come?
Judy and I will be going. We also hope for
other committee members to come as well
as council cycling officers or councillors.
Ordinary members of the campaign are of
course also very welcome. Cycling spaces
on the ferry are limited and need booking.
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Wide, straight, smooth, long distance cycle-paths

I need to know who is coming by the end
of the Campaign open meeting on 6 June.

Food
It’s pretty easy to buy food either in
restaurants or supermarkets. Restaurants
often have English menus and waiters
generally speak English. Packet foods
have international labels. Vegetarian
food
are
labelled
“Vegetarische”.

Terms
While I certainly don’t intend to leave
anyone behind, it is possible that someone
will get lost. This is a trip for adults who
are responsible for themselves. I will give
everyone a list of where we should be at
the end of each day and if you manage
to get lost you will have to make your
own way to the destination for that day.

A ride less leisurely
Some people I’ve talked to about this trip
have commented that the distances per
day seem long. In my view they are actually
quite short. It would not be possible to
reduce them and still cover the ground we
need to cover to see enough to make the
trip worthwhile.
As a rule of thumb, most people can easily
ride a daily distance roughly the length
of their usual weekly distance (add up
all those trips to work and to the shops).

If you think you need medical or other
insurance before going, please get
it. You will need a current passport.
Consider bringing a puncture repair kit,
pump, any other spares that you may need
for your bike. I don’t mind fixing occasional
punctures, but can’t do major maintenance
on the hoof, so consider a service for your
bike before going. Maybe you will also
want a map and a compass? You can buy
a 1:300 000 motorway style map of the
entire country on the ferry, and that’s what
I have found adequate for most purposes.
Think about how you will pay for items.
Credit cards are not accepted as widely
as here, but you will probably find your
cash machine card will work (it will charge
a little). The Dutch use the Euro; you
can bring cash if you prefer (if you hire
a bike you will need cash for a deposit).
Most mobile phones work (but are usually
expensive even for receiving calls so check).

Good signs for a ride
We won’t be going at any great speed. We will
aim to ride between 9 am and 5 pm, which
gives eight hours to cover those 45 miles.
We intend to stop a few times for food and
drinks (say elevenses, lunch, mid afternoon),
but obviously can’t keep on stopping.
In order to give an idea of the pace involved,
I propose ‘a ride less leisurely’ covering
roughly the same distance as intended daily
for the Netherlands trip but to Ely and back
from Cambridge.
We will be riding to Ely using quietish roads
to the west of the Cam (not the A10) and
we will come back using the Sustrans route
east of the Cam.
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Less leisurely...
This gives a chance for some kind
of comparison of riding between
towns in the UK and the same thing
in the Netherlands. This ride will
leave from the Green Dragon bridge
on Stourbridge Common at 9 am
on 28 May and you are welcome to
come along, whether or not you are
interested in the trip.
This is a ride for responsible adults. If
you have had enough and want to turn
back, or want to take a train back from
Ely, you’ll have to arrange that yourself.
If the distance is still a bit of a
problem, the only way to get legs for
longer rides is to ride your bike more.
I recommend getting up early on a
Sunday morning and going out while
all the sensible people are still in bed.
It’s remarkably quiet and pleasant at
that time of day. You’ve got until half
way through August to get ready.

David Hembrow

Panton Street: refused, because people
driving their kiddies away from school
couldn’t possibly manage without two
traffic lanes.

Two-way cycling

Two-way cycling
One-way streets
Two-way cycling in one-way streets
makes sense. Cyclists need direct and
convenient routes. A great deal of
evidence has accumulated, both in this
country and elsewhere in Europe, that
two-way cycling in one-way streets
can be safely accommodated without
giving rise to increased casualties. Draft
government guidance now recognizes this:

“Cyclists should be exempted from … oneway orders … unless there are overriding
safety considerations that cannot be resolved”
“In assessing the safety issues, it is important
to recognize that if a one-way street is not
made available to cyclists in contraflow, they
may have to use a more hazardous
alternative…” (Sections 4.2.8 and 4.11.6,
Local Transport Note (LTN) 1/04).

Mawson Road: agreed.

see: www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl66dft
The Campaign has for many years
actively promoted such provision.
For a city with many one-way streets,
with exceptionally high cycling levels
and with local government policies
claiming to support and encourage
an increase in cycling, such provision
is not just desirable – it is essential.

Opposition was not confined to the
committee meeting: it spilled out into the
literature for the recent council elections.
We deplore the rejection of sensible,
evidence-based
government
advice
in a city in which all the major parties
claim that they favour increased cycling.
The seven streets fall into two groups:

The problem is that many people,
including some who we think ought
to know better, are not aware of the
evidence or find it difficult to accept.
Every past opening up of Cambridge
one-way streets to two-way cycling
has been preceded by warnings of
problems and dangers but, to the best
of our knowledge, every single case
has worked out well in practice, as
recent instances such as Bene’t Street
and Hope Street and the famous
older example of Downing Street and
Pembroke Street well demonstrate.
At a meeting on 24 April, the
Cambridge Traffic Management Area
Joint Committee, which consists of
equal numbers of City and County
Councillors, considered a proposal to
open up seven more one-way streets
to two-way cycling. The issue turned
out to be highly contentious with
some Councillors vehemently against
all seven cases on principle in spite
of both the government guidance
and the well-known evidence of the
success of past Cambridge cases.
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1. The Mill Road area: Mackenzie
Road, Willis Road, Covent Garden,
Mawson Road and Kingston Street.
Mill Road has a high rate of cycle accidents.
All five of these streets are turnings off Mill
Road and opening them up to two-way
cycling would reduce the need to cycle
on a road known to be hazardous and
would greatly improve the permeability of
the area for cyclists. Of these five streets,
Kingston Street is the most important of
all because it forms part of an obvious,
natural cycle route through Petersfield.
The present prohibition is the subject of
frequent complaints to us. The street is no
narrower than many of the other streets
in the area in which two-way cycling is
permitted and we can see no justification
for continuing the prohibition. The
officer’s report to the Traffic Management
Committee expressed concern about
permitting cyclists coming over Mill Road
bridge to turn right into Kingston Street.
But cyclists have always been permitted
to make a similar right turn into Argyle
Street on the other side of the bridge.

One-way debate
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“One way exceptions for cyclists are widespread but ask for more and it becomes a political hot
potato rather than standard practice. It is with some despair that we find ourselves wasting time
campaigning, partly unsuccessfully, from something which should be automatic and universal.”

We welcome the officer’s recommendation to approve two-way
cycling in Panton Street. For us this is a crucial case. Direct cycling
access from the city centre into Newtown via Tennis Court Road is
needed to avoid the difficult and dangerous junctions at the Royal
Cambridge Hotel and the Catholic Church where a large number of
cycle accidents occur. Now that Councillors have over-ruled the
advice of their officers and decided not to improve safety at the
Royal Cambridge Hotel junction by installing traffic lights, it is all the
more important to make it easier for cyclists to take routes which
avoid this junction.
We believe that two-way cycling in Panton Street can be readily
accomplished with no reduction of residents’ on-street parking. The
car parking should be moved to the other side of the street. It would
extend further along the street because the junction with Pemberton
Street must be kept clear. Moving the car parking would enable a red
contraflow cycle lane to be constructed along the street.
Concern has been expressed about the right turn into Panton Street
from Lensfield Road. We would draw attention to the nearby
crossing which is available for cyclists hesitant about the turn.
If turning right into Kingston Street is a hazard, the proper way of
dealing with it is by a 20 mph motor vehicle speed limit along Mill
Road.
For Kingston Street the Traffic Management Committee decided
to support further consultation (including consideration of banning
the right turn into the street from Mill Road). Covent Garden and
Mawson Road were more straightforward and were approved.
Mackenzie Road and Willis Road (with an additional street, Collier
Road, now added) were also to be subject to further consultation
because some plant beds would need to be removed. The prospect
that all of these streets will eventually be approved seems to be
quite good in spite of the objections of some Councillors.
2.Newtown: Panton Street and Brookside.
The officer’s report to the Traffic Management Committee
recommended that Panton Street be approved for twoway cycling. In a submission to the Committee we said:

One way exceptions for cyclists are widespread

We were very disappointed by the response of the Ward
Councillors, two of whom spoke in opposition. One went as far as
to say that the effect of shrinking the two with-flow traffic lanes
in Panton Street to one would be staggering. (We believe the
effect would be small, and invite research to establish the truth.)
In our submission about Brookside we said:
We have read the Stage 2a Safety Audit on these proposals and
note that the audit team recommend that two-way cycling should
not be permitted in just one of these streets, namely Brookside.
Their grounds are that this street ‘is extremely narrow with
parking on the eastern side’ and ‘The audit team do not feel that
it is safe to have cyclists going against the flow along this length.’
We do not accept this argument and urge that the proposal to
legalise two-way cycling in Brookside should be accepted.
In our opinion the audit team should have taken account of
Cambridge streets which are equally narrow and in which twoway cycling operates successfully. Brookside is 4.9 metres wide.
Hobson Street, which carries far more traffic than Brookside, is for
part of its length exactly the same width.
There are also plenty of examples of Cambridge culs-de-sac which
are as narrow or narrower than Brookside which have parking
along one side and which permit not just two-way cycling but
two-way motor vehicle traffic as well. For example Derby Road (a
turning off Cherry Hinton Road) is much narrower (only 3.9m–4m
wide) with parking along one side and quite a lot of vehicle
movements, including many cycle movements. Vehicles travel
slowly and give way to each other. Regular cycle users report that
they have never seen any instance of conflict. Regent Terrace is a
better example because it lies on a primary cycle route and carries
very heavy two-way cycle traffic in combination with light twoway motor vehicle traffic and evening car parking along one side.
At 4.9 metres its width is identical to Brookside (and like
Brookside lies alongside an attractive green vista). Again vehicles
travel slowly and give way to each other.
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Two way debate
(continued)

Observation indicates that the problem in
Brookside is that it is used as a cut-through
(rat run). By far the majority of motor
vehicles using this narrow street are not
stopping there. Nor is it a necessary vehicle
access for neighbouring streets. Its use as a
cut-through could be largely eliminated by
appropriate traffic calming which would
slow down the traffic and make conditions
much more like those in Regent Terrace.
We consider that Brookside could and
should be a useful route to enable local
school students and also cyclists going to
and from Trumpington and the new
southern fringe developments to avoid the
Royal Cambridge Hotel junction with its
high figures for cycle accidents. It is not, and
could not be, a substitute for Panton Street,
but is a significant candidate for two-way
cycling in its own right. We consider that
residents, cyclists and walkers would all
benefit from motor vehicle reduction and
encouragement of walking and cycling
along this particularly attractive street.
It should be noted that all (or almost all) of
the residents of Brookside have access to
their own private parking off Brookside
Lane, a private road to the rear of their
houses. They should have no need of
residents’ parking in front of their houses. It
would be desirable (though not essential) to
redistribute the existing parking along the
street to create more gaps to allow
contraflow cyclists space to give way when
faced with an on-coming vehicle.

Conclusion
The Committee rejected the proposals
for Panton Street and Brookside, a deeply
depressing result. Motorists have, we
believe, been given priority over cyclists in
contravention of the policy laid down by
both the City and the County Councils.
The only chink of light is the statement
by one of the Ward Councillors that
she would be prepared to look at the
matter again if traffic calming were to
be introduced. We consider that both
traffic calming and a 20 mph speed limit
would, in any case, be in the interests of
all who use these streets and call for new
proposals to introduce such measures.

James Woodburn
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Brookside: refused

In the planning
Cycle-unfriendly new hotel
South Cambridgeshire District Council has
received an application which departs from
the agreed Local Development Framework.
It proposes a 154-bedroom American
style ‘budget’ motel of four storeys in the
Arbury Park development just inside the
A14. This could replace some commercial
development that has outline planning
permission. I looked at the plans with
David Hembrow. Although not against
the provision in principle, we both feel the
plans show that developers, unfamiliar
with Cambridge, again fail to grasp both
the opportunities and the need for cycling
provision.
There is no provision for guests who arrive by
bike, no provision for bike hire, no provision
for those who arrive at the restaurant or
bar by bike, and very poor cycle provision
even for those who will work there.
In Denmark and the Netherlands, many
hotels automatically provide secure storage
for bicycles, and are often listed as ‘Cycle
Friendly’. On tour in Denmark, our bikes
were far more valuable than anything we
might have wanted to put in a hotel safe!
The application makes much of the need
for ‘budget’ accommodation for tourists in
Cambridge. Cycle tourism is being much
promoted in East Anglia, yet there is no
mention of guests arriving by bike and
absolutely no provision for secure storage.
We believe this would also be an ideal
location to offer ‘cycle hire’, perhaps in

conjunction with a local cycle hire firm.
It is clear that a hotel in this location for
tourists could generate many car trips to
the centre by those unfamiliar with parking
locations, charges, or access restrictions.
Although there are 237 square metres of
bar and restaurant space on the ground
floor there is no provision for parking of
cycles near the main entrance. It may or may
not become popular for local people, but
under the City Council’s standards, some
23 spaces would have been required for the
restaurant and another 30 for the bedrooms.
It is expected that the hotel will employ
the full-time equivalent of 55 staff, but
only four ‘Sheffield’ stands are shown,
and these are located at the rear between
the unloading area and the dustbins.
City and SCDC standards require around
15 spaces for employees. This standard
applies even to the most rural area.
Had this hotel been 500 m nearer the
city centre, cycle parking standards for
Cambridge City Council would have
applied, requiring at least 68 spaces. Here
is an opportunity for a hotel to advertise as
‘10 minutes (by bike) from the city centre’.
Come on, Premier Travel Inns, recognise
that you are in Cambridge, the Premier
Cycling City in the UK, let’s have far more
than eight bike spaces and fewer than 111
car spaces, with good cycling facilities for
guests whether they arrive by bike or not.
The Campaign has written to South
Cambridgeshire District Council objecting
to the application on the above grounds.

Jim Chisholm
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May 2006
Sun 28
9 am

A ride less leisurely to Ely and back as preparation
for a trip to the Netherlands. About 70 km
(45 miles) in total. Not a fast ride, but a little
longer than the usual leisurely ride. Meet at the
Green Dragon bridge, Stourbridge Common.

June 2006
Fri 2
Newsletter 66 review and planning for 67, over
8.30 am breakfast at Tatties café, Hobson Street.

Special signs are now required on
cars whose drivers behave recklessly
to warn cyclists to keep well clear.

Tue 6
7.30 pm

Monthly general meeting, Friends’ Meeting House,
Jesus Lane, at the Park Street junction. (Tea and
coffee, a chance to chat, and for us to introduce
ourselves to new members for the first half-hour. The
meeting proper starts at 8 pm.).

Sun 11
1 pm

Leisurely ride, in association with Sustrans. Meet
at Reality Checkpoint (the centre of Parker’s Piece).
A countryside ride, at a gentle pace. See page 14 for
more details.

Sun 11
11–3

Everyday Sport Roadshow on Parker’s Piece. See
National Bike Week article on page 4. Volunteers
wanted for the Campaign’s stall.

Wed 21 Free Cyclists’ Breakfasts at Milton Tesco and
8-9 am Trumpington Waitrose. Volunteers wanted.
Sun 25

Ride to Reach via NCN 51. Volunteers wanted to
help, or anyone can join the ride itself.

July 2006
Tue 4

Monthly general meeting, Friends’ Meeting House,
Jesus Lane. For details see 6 June.

7.30 pm
Sat 8
Deadline for articles written for Newsletter 67.
Sun 9
1 pm

Sun 23

Leisurely ride, in association with Sustrans. See
page 14 for more details.
Sponsored annual London to Cambridge Bike
Ride organised by www.bike-events.com in aid of
Breakthrough Breast Cancer. The 50 mile route winds
its way through beautiful countryside from Waltham
Abbey to the finish at Midsummer Common. To enter
apply online or call 0870 755 8519

Wed 26 Newsletter 67 envelope stuffing (date subject
to review) at the Baby Milk Action office, 34
7.30 pm Trumpington Street. Help very much welcomed.
August 2006
Tue 1
7.30 pm
Fri 4
8.30 am
Sun 13
1 pm

Monthly general meeting, Friends’ Meeting House,
Jesus Lane. For details see 6 June.
Newsletter 67 review and planning for 68, over
breakfast at Tatties café, Hobson Street.
Leisurely ride, in association with Sustrans.
Reach, WIcken Fen and Ely - tea and train home

Mon 21 Campaign social meeting at CB2 café, 5–7 Norfolk
7 pm Street.
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Core Scheme Stage 4

Gonville Place toucan

The Cambridge Traffic Management Area Joint Committee
(AJC) met on 24 April and approved the streetscape proposals
for Emmanuel Street. We had objected to the proposal for a
loading bay outside the NatWest Bank which we consider
would present a hazard because vehicles using the bay will
have to cross the path of cyclists travelling in the contraflow
lane. The AJC, however, approved the loading bay together
with the rest of the proposals.

The crossing from Gresham Place to Parker’s Piece will be
changed to a toucan. This will mean that a right turn for
cyclists will be
permitted.

Streetscape proposals
approved for Emmanuel Street
despite our reservations

Right turns to be allowed
when
this
crossing
at Gonville Place is
converted to a ‘Toucan’

Covent Garden is one of only
two one-way streets from the
seven proposed in which cycling
both ways will be permitted.

Two-way cycling in one-way streets
Seven one-way streets were considered by the AJC for two-way cycling, but not
all were approved. The Committee did approve two-way cycling in Mawson
Road and Covent Garden but agreed not to proceed with the proposals for
Panton Street or Brookside. As for Mackenzie Road, Willis Road and Kingston
Street, the AJC decided to support further consultation and concurrent
advertisement of associated Traffic Regulation Orders which would include an
option to ban the right-hand turn from Mill Road into Kingston Street. This item
on the AJC agenda caused very heated debate. (See page 16)
Pelican crossings may be converted to
toucans and footways may become
shared use.

Sainsbury’s roundabout (Coldham’s Lane)
Some money has become available for improvements to be made at this
roundabout, which has a bad cycle accident record. However, the money
available is not sufficient for major works. Public consultation will now take
place on proposals to convert the pelican crossings on Brooks Road and the
eastern arm of Coldham’s Lane to toucan crossings and to convert the
footway between them and also between the Coldham’s Lane crossing and
the existing cycle track in Barnwell Road to dual use. So, although the
roundabout itself will remain as it is, cautious cyclists will have the option to
avoid the road which they cannot do legally at present.
It is proposed also that the footway along Brooks Road on the Sainsbury’s
side from the crossing to all the way to Burnside should be converted to dual
use. These paths are all reasonably wide and with good visibility.
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